HOTEL OVERVIEW

A member of The Leading Hotels of the World, Virtuoso and Switzerland’s Gault Millau Hotel of the Year 2018,
the Kulm Hotel St. Moritz has an incomparable air of luxury, tradition, modern comfort and warm hospitality.
The property is renowned for its exceptional culinary offerings, outstanding service standards, stunning location with
breath-taking views of Late St. Moritz and the Engadine Valley, magnificent new rooms by Pierre-Yves Rochon, and
its wide-ranging health and fitness offering, including its spectacular modern spa.
It may have a history that spans over 160 years, but the Niarchos family (who have owned the Kulm since 1968) have
invested heavily in recent years to ensure that the hotel offers a totally immersive luxury experience. At its helm,
with a wealth of hospitality experience, are the award-winning Heinz E. Hunkeler and his wife Jenny, who both
graduated from the famous Ecole Hôtelière de Lausanne before working for various luxury hotels around the world.

CONTACT DETAILS
T +41 (0)81 836 80 00
F +41 (0)81 836 80 01
info@kulm.com - www.kulm.com
@Kulm_Hotel

@Kulmhotel

@KulmHotelStMoritz

GETTING TO THE HOTEL
Private jet to Engadine Airport, 6km from St. Moritz
Commercial flights to Zurich International, then a 3
hour 45 minute train journey or 2 hour 45 minute
drive to St. Moritz (all times are approximate)

HISTORY
The Kulm Hotel St. Moritz has had an eventful history and, most famously, was instrumental in introducing winter
sports tourism to Switzerland. In 1855, hotel pioneer Johannes Badrutt rented the 12-room Pension Faller, which he
bought two years later and turned into the Hotel Engadiner Kulm, creating the village’s first hotel and laying the
foundations for the Swiss luxury travel industry in the Alps. The property immediately became popular for summer
spa and painting holidays, particularly among the British who comprised around 75% of the guests.
In autumn of 1864, so the story goes, Johannes Badrutt sat by the fire in the Kulm Hotel with four English guests. He
enthused about the St. Moritz winter idyll: a snow-blanketed landscape basking in sunshine with mild temperatures

during the day. The guests did not believe him, as they were only familiar with dark, cold English winters. This
conversation led to the legendary bet: Badrutt said that should they return in December and not enjoy their stay, he
would reimburse their travel expenses. The guests came – and stayed until Easter. Tanned and full of enthusiasm,
they then returned home and spread the word about the fantastic winters in the Engadine.
By the 1890s, winter tourism had taken off and enterprising guests were keen to find ways to entertain themselves,
leading to the birth of the bobsled and Cresta runs in the Kulm’s Park.
The Kulm Hotel has established itself as the hotel of “firsts” ever since: Switzerland’s first electric light was switched
on in the Grand Restaurant in 1878; Switzerland’s first (and second) Winter Olympics in 1928 and 1948 respectively
were staged in the property’s grounds.

ST. MORITZ & THE ENGADINE
The Kulm Hotel is located in the heart of the world-famous luxury resort of St. Moritz, which lies in the Engadine, the
southern-most high valley of the Alps, in the Swiss canton of Graubunden at an altitude of 1800 metres. The chic,
elegant and exclusive resort attracts a sophisticated, cosmopolitan crowd thanks to its glamorous events, such as the
Snow Polo World Cup and White Turf on the frozen lake in winter, the Festival da Jazz in the Dracula Club in summer.
Additionally, the region is a real paradise for sports enthusiasts and those seeking rest and relaxation, with
St. Moritz’s location in pure nature with pristine mountain forests, quiet Alpine meadows and rushing mountain
streams, plus a unique landscape of lakes and a centuries-old culture, combining to make the region one of the most
attractive holiday destinations in the Alps. An average of over 322 days of sunshine per year is a bonus!

BUCKET LIST – WINTER
Take a bob taxi ride
Fly high in a helicopter over the Upper Engadine
Enjoy early bird skiing every Wednesday morning
Go night skiing on Corvatsch
Attend a glamorous event: White Turf, St. Moritz
Gourmet Festival, Snow Polo World Cup...

BUCKET LIST – SUMMER
Enjoy the Festival da Jazz
Play golf in the middle of St. Moritz
Watch the sunrise while stand-up paddle boarding on
Lake St. Moritz
Race down the Corviglia bike trail
Learn to kite surf on Lake Silvaplana

ROOMS & SUITES
The Kulm Hotel St. Moritz has 164 rooms of varying sizes, many of which can be connected making them suitable for
family holidays and multi-generational travel. Most rooms have an outstanding view over Lake St. Moritz and the
Engadine valley, while a few overlook the resort and Corviglia ski area.

All the hotel’s rooms are exquisitely designed, using tranquil elegant colours, premium materials and comfortable
furnishings, while discreetly incorporating the latest technology. Many of the rooms, including all those in the
Neukulm building, have recently been refurbished by internationally renowned designer Pierre-Yves Rochon.

Winter rates, starting from CHF835 for two sharing a double on a half-board basis, include the
following benefits:
- a daily ski pass for just CHF45 per person
- a gourmet “Dine Around” package allowing guests to eat in one of 17 restaurants at the hotel,
sister property Grand Hotel Kronenhof and mountain partner restaurants
- complimentary equipment rental and skating sessions on the Kulm’s private ice rink
- “Glüna Plaina” sessions, when Kulm and Kronenhof guests enjoy a full-moon descent including
dinner on Diavolezza
- private Corvatsch night, the crowning season finale when Kulm and Kronenhof guests only enjoy
an exclusive private party with skiing on the 4.2km long flood-lit slope of Corvatsch
- an inhouse ski shop stocking all the latest Head snow sports equipment
- Very Important Kids programme, with free childcare, syrup, ice-cream, hot chocolate, laundry
service and free group ski or snowboard lessons for children aged three to 12 years
Summer rates, starting from CHF595 for two sharing a double on a half-board basis, include the
following benefits:
- complimentary use of mountain railways and buses, for all those staying two nights or more
- complimentary use of the Kulm Golf St. Moritz 9-hole course, e-bikes and tennis courts
- free green fees at the two 18-hole golf courses of Samedan and Zuoz, when staying three nights or
more
- “Spa around”, offering the chance to also use the Kronenhof Spa
- Very Important Kids programme, with free childcare, juice, ice-cream, hot chocolate, laundry
service
RESTAURANTS & BARS
The Kulm Hotel St. Moritz has a large number of restaurants offering guests a wide range of culinary options, from
local Engadine specialities to international fine dining, plus a sprinkling of bars.
Breakfast and a six-course evening menu are served in the elegant Grand Restaurant, where formal dress is required.
The 40-seater restaurant “The K by Tim Raue”, which is only open in winter, was awarded a Michelin star in early
2019; Raue’s eponymous restaurant in Berlin holds two Michelin stars.
The Pizzeria is a more informal restaurant serving Italian favourites, such as homemade wood-stove pizzas and
pasta, while Chesa al Parc in the Kulm Park is the place to book for Swiss and Engadine specialities. Close to Chesa is
the Kulm’s newest restaurant and bar, the Kulm Country Club, which opened in 2017 following a CHF12 million

refurbishment overseen by Lord Foster, a St. Moritz resident; it serves contemporary international food. Both Chesa
and the Country Club have extensive terraces overlooking the Kulm’s private ice rink in winter and tennis courts in
summer; perfect spots from which to enjoy St. Moritz’s sunny days and mountain views.

A 10-minute walk from the Kulm Hotel, the Bob Restaurant is in the Starthaus at the top of the Olympic Bob Run St.
Moritz in the Kulm Park. In winter, guests can enjoy light and rustic dishes on the terrace at lunchtime, while
watching riders start their fast icy descent.
The Altitude Bar, where a pianist tickles the ivories, is ideal for an aperitif or post dinner digestif; opposite it is the
Miles Davis Lounge, which stocks a wide selection of whiskies and cigars. The legendary Sunny Bar is the home of the
infamous Cresta Riders during the day, but at night, Claudia Canessa cooks up Peruvian specialities.
The Kulm Hotel’s “Dine Around” policy means that guests can also enjoy meals at sister property Grand Hotel
Kronenhof’s three restaurants.
KULM SPA ST. MORITZ
The Kulm Spa St. Moritz, created in 2012 following a CHF12 million investment, is one of the best wellness addresses
in town, with over 2000 square metres, which incorporates indoor and outdoor swimming pools, a whirlpool,
saunas, relaxation areas, treatment rooms and a gym with studio room, plus a small pool just for children.
The Kulm Spa’s wellness concept is based on the three pillars of relaxation, detoxification and regeneration,
designed to ensure that guests find peace, comfort and harmony on every visit. Stunning views of Lake St. Moritz
and the surrounding Engadine Mountains further help to instil a sense of calm.
The highly skilled Kulm Spa therapists provide tailored treatments that cater to each individual’s needs, using either
the harmonising power of natural products or new high-tech active ingredients from biotechnological research.
Whichever route is taken, the result is the same: more energy, vitality and joie de vivre.

ACTIVITIES
Guests of the Kulm Hotel can enjoy a varied programme of activities that make full use of the snowbound fairy tale
landscapes of winter and the sun-drenched mountain meadows of summer. Aside from activities associated with the
natural beauty of the region, the resort of St. Moritz puts on a regular stream of cultural events (full details at
www.stmoritz.ch) and is home to many chic boutiques, art galleries, glitzy restaurants, bars and nightclubs.
The Engadine Valley provides ideal conditions and facilities to suit every level of sporting competence: 500
kilometres of marked hiking and walking trails, 220 kilometres of cross-country ski tracks and 350 kilometres of
prepared ski runs can be explored amid unspoilt countryside and dramatic mountain scenery. Horse-drawn carriage
rides into the popular Roseg or Fex valleys are particularly romantic.
The Kulm Hotel’s own sports facilities include natural ice-skating and curling rinks in winter, three tennis courts and a
9-hole golf course, offering a short but demanding game due to its hilly nature, in summer. There are also 18-hole
golf courses in nearby Samedan and Zuoz where Kulm Hotel guests can play, subject to tee times.
Special highlights also include the annual horse races and polo tournaments on the frozen St. Moritz lake, the
Engadine ski marathon and the legendary Cresta Run.
FAMILIES
The Kulm Hotel offers carefree family holidays because it pays special attention to its younger guests, ensuring that
children as well as parents enjoy every moment of their stay. The free, in-house Marmotta Kids Club is more than
just a kindergarten, it’s a place where children between the ages of five and 12 years have a great time, whether
making pizzas or mocktails, learning arts and crafts, playing games or skating outside on the ice rink in winter/playing
tennis in summer. Children can also have dinner at the Marmotta Kids Club.
Very Important Kids’ (V.I.K.) programme benefits include:
- Children’s surprise amenity, on arrival
- Various activities including treasure hunts, baking etc
- Supervised dinner at the Marmotta Kids Club
- Free laundry service for children up to 12 years
- Free squash, ice-cream and hot chocolate in all hotel restaurants
- Children’s water world in the Kulm Spa
- Free ski and snowboard group lessons (winter)
- Free skate rental and use of the hotel’s ice rink (winter)
- Children’s playground within walking distance of the hotel (summer)
- Free green fees and use of the driving range at Kulm Golf St. Moritz (summer)
- Free participation in group tennis lessons from the age of four years up to twelve years (summer)

CELEBRATIONS & MEETINGS
The Kulm Hotel has six stylish rooms that are suitable for a range of occasions from small private parties to
large-scale events of up to 350 people. Whether a meeting or celebration, there is an inhouse team who will
organise every detail (from room reservations to table decorations) and do their utmost to fulfil every wish.
All the rooms are equipped with state-of-the-art technology and have plenty of natural light.
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